INTRODUCTION
Avacon AG is one of the biggest regional utilities in Germany. The area of supply is 31 200 km 2 and covers parts of Lower Saxony and Saxony-anhalt. The utility supplies more than 1.3 Million customers with electrical energy, gas, heat and water. The following table 1 shows a summary of electrical network information: Avacon AG operates the 20 kV networks with arc suppression coils which allows self extinguishing earth faults on overhead lines. In recent years over head lines were replaced by cables and extensions are carried out using cables. Due to the growing length of cables the capacitive earth fault currents in the 20 kV networks increase rapidly. In about 30% of supply areas the capacitive earth fault current exceeds 500 A and in some areas the capacitive earth fault current comes up to more than 1000 A. In these areas restrictions on the operation during maintenance works or during faults have to be accepted. In supply areas with extra high capacitive earth fault currents earth faults often extent to a short circuit or double earth fault. The detection of the faulted feeder is a problem as the relay indications are contradictious. Due to the negative impact of increased capacitive earth fault currents on safety of customers and staff as well as on economical operation of networks Avacon AG decided to investigate the neutral treatment in typical 20 kV networks in order to find an optimal solution regarding technical performance and economical requirements.
Description of analysed network
The supply area shown in figure 1 with one feeding 110/20 kV substation was selected for the basic investigations. It is characterized by an area of about 1600 km² and small load of 25 MW. Up to now 87% of 20 kV line lengths are cable. The capacitive earth fault current of the interconnected 20 kV network comes to 720 A. The three Petersen coils are located in the feeding 110/20 kV substation. Regarding earth fault detection the investigated network was equipped with transient earth fault relays and by sensitive directional earth fault relays. The indications of the different relays are summarized in a control room and have to be interpreted by the operator. For improving the sensitive directional earth fault detection equipment for enlargement of resistive residual current was installed years before. Parts of the interconnected network are operated in a meshed way. 
Target of Investigation
In order to propose optimal solution the following steps are carried out:
• Measurements of actual performance and essential data • Comparison and evaluation of different neutral earthing schemes • Recommendation
MEASUREMENTS
For the evaluation of the actual neutral earthing scheme and the comparison with other treatments it is decisive to have a reliable data base. Most of data decisive for the effects of earth fault depend on the condition at site and network. Therefore they can not be found in tables or books and have to be measured. The following measurements were carried out:
• Earth fault trials for the measurement of residual currents and parts of residual currents • Heavy current injection tests for the measurement of earthing conditions, inductive interference and of zero sequence impedances of lines.
Earth Fault Trials
The residual earth fault current is composed of a reactive/capacitive part depending on the tuning of Petersen coils, of an active current caused mainly from losses in the coils and on the harmonics of earth fault current coming from different sources. As the size of ground potential rise, touch voltages and damages at the fault location depends decisively on the residual currents this value has to be determined especially in networks with large capacitive earth fault currents.
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In addition to the information of the residual current at fault location in meshed networks the contributions of residual and capacitive earth fault currents responsible for the pick up of earth fault protection are of interest in order to analyse the function of protection devices. In the 20 kV network of Avacon AG at two different locations with different infeed conditions earth fault trials were carried out and were evaluated. Figure 2 shows the test circuit for one of the tests without increased resistive residual current. The coils were tuned between resonance point and 10% overcompensation. The earth faults were simulated with a metallic connection between phase R and earth in a switching station at a cable feeder in about 12 km distance of feeding substation and were switched via a circuit breaker. For the shown test the three phase voltages, zero sequence voltage and the current of faulted phase are recorded at the fault location. In the feeding substation the same voltages and the zero sequence currents of different feeders are recorded.
kV network
Earth fault location Figure 3b and 3c give the recorded line to earth voltages of unfaulted phases L2 and L3. After beginning of earth fault the voltages rise up to the factor 1.73. Figure 3d shows the zero sequence voltage increasing from nearly zero to about 11.5 kV (r.m.s. value). Figure 4a gives the recorded residual earth fault current of phase L1 at fault location. The transient section reflecting the discharge and charging oscillation has a peak value of about 1400 A and is followed by the permanent earth fault current of about 70 A (r.m.s. value). The permanent earth fault current has not a power frequent sinusoidal characteristic. The result of the Fourier analysis of the permanent earth fault current shown in figure 4b with higher resolution are given in figure 4c. FIGURE 4a: Current of faulted phase L1 at fault location
The measurement shows a 5 th harmonic with about 30% of power frequent r.m.s. value. The analysis of power frequent value gives an active power frequent contribution of 29 A and a reactive power frequent contribution of 59 A. In case of tuning of Petersen coils to resonance the 5 th harmonic would be about 64% of active power frequent contribution of 29A. Figure 5 shows an example of zero sequence current of a feeder leaving the feeding substation. The diagram shows that fault free lines carry considerable parts of uncompensated power frequent currents. These currents can cause problems regarding switching inductive interference and thermal stress for screens, fuses and window type current transformer. Additionally these readings were used to check the relay indications in the control room and to propose improvement of actual settings. FIGURE 5: Zero sequence current measured in feeding substation
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Heavy Current Injection Tests
As the current distribution in the ground beneath medium voltage stations is fairly unpredictable the actual touch and step voltages can only be obtained from measurements in a reliable way. The suitable method for large ground grids is the current injection method according to HD 637 [1] . By this method the ground potential rise, the touch and step voltages under fault conditions can be obtained as well as the impedance to earth of the ground grid. The test circuit can also be used for measuring zero sequence impedances and inductive interference of communication lines running in parallel to medium voltage lines. The zero sequence impedance of cables depends on the surrounding of the cable route. In case of steel armoured cable it depends additionally on the current level. Therefore the measurement of zero sequence impedance is required to get a reliable data base for single phase short circuit calculation.
The test circuit is shown in figure 6 . As current source a diesel generator set with 400 kVA was used. The earthing conditions of 17 secondary distribution substations were checked. The inductive interference at one test line and zero sequence impedances of 9 typical medium voltage line types were measured. The measurement indicates that stations fed via over head line with small area e.g. pole mounted transformers (Station 6 and 9) feeding a low voltage TT-system give the most adverse earthing conditions. All other types of secondary distribution substations show better earthing conditions.
Earthing conditions
Inductive Interference
The inductive interference measured at one
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parallel to a 20 kV cable (type: XLPE) gave a value of induced voltage of U i = 160 V/(kA km).
Zero Sequence Impedances
The results of zero sequence impedance measurement shown in figure 8 indicate values comparable with measurements carried out in similar rural 20 kV networks. Considering the overhead lines the reactive part of impedance is larger than the resistive part. Due to the magnetic steel armouring the resistive and the reactive impedance of NEKBA cable varies in a range of about +/-15% depending on current. 
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT NEUTRAL EARTHING SCHEMES
Basically there are two different methods available. Resonant earthing with operation under permanent earth fault condition and neutral earthing with automatic fault detection and disconnection. In addition combined methods were analysed.
Resonant Earthing
The capacitive earth fault current at the fault location is compensated by an inductive current fed in by Peterson coils. Due to the small residual current at the fault location this method allows operation under earth fault conditions to detect and disconnect faulted section without supply interruptions. Considering conditions of over head line systems most of arcs extinguish in a very short time automatically without any action. The self extinction of arcs depends on different parameters. One decisive parameter is magnitude of residual current. According to DIN VDE 0228 part2 [2] the flashover in a 20 kV systems may extinguish up to 60 A residual current. Considering conditions of a cable system each earth fault is a permanent fault and the fault detection and disconnection of faulted section requires switching of several circuit breakers and load breakers before clearing the fault. Typically the operation under earth fault conditions takes between half an hour and two hours. The protection device has to detect and to indicate the faulted feeder. For this purpose transient earth fault relays or sensitive directional earth fault relays are installed. The main risk regarding operation during the time the staff is trying to locate the fault is the fact that the permanent earth fault may extent to a double earth fault before the faulted section can be located. At the fault location the residual current leads to damages and touch voltages. Additional to the effects at the fault location all parts of interconnected network will be affected during earth fault conditions. The medium voltage equipment will be stressed by power frequent overvoltages characterized by the factor of c f = 1.73 and by transient overvoltages characterized by the factor k t = 2.7. In medium voltage overhead line systems resonant earthing has advantage of self extinguishing arcs and option of fault clearing without supply interruption. Depending on the size of capacitive earth fault current and the structure of the network the problems for operation and equipment increase.
Current limiting neutral earthing
Current limiting impedance reduces the single phase fault current to a level that the protection devices are able to clear the faulted feeder in the same way as a three phase fault.
The earth fault current level should be as high as necessary to pick up the protection devices but as low as possible to reduce damages and touch voltages at fault location as well as inductive interference to a minimum. In case of a neutral resistor limiting the earth fault current transient overvoltages will be reduced to about factor k t = 1.8. The power frequent overvoltages are in the same size as given for resonant earthing.
One target is to clear earth fault currents fast and selective as far as possible with the same protection devices as two and three phase short circuit currents. Precondition is that the protection devices work in all three phases and the minimum single phase fault currents based on actual zero sequence impedances are known. All customers of the feeder faulted and switched off by circuit breakers are affected. In distribution networks with radial feeders the faulted section can be detected by fault current indicators. The use of fault current indicators can minimize the outage time. In networks with overhead lines earth faults will immediately lead to supply interruption. By automatic reclosing flashovers can be eliminated. At the fault location the earth fault current leads to damages and touch voltages. Due to the short fault clearing time (typically some 100 ms) the thermal affects to the whole network are small.
Combined methods
Short Time Current Limiting Neutral Earthing For Disconnection.
A combination of resonant earthing and current limiting neutral earthing may bring advantages in case of mixed medium voltage networks with cable and over head line sections. Based on the operation with resonant earthing during an earth fault at the over head line equipment the arc may extinguish but in case of permanent earth fault after a short time a neutral resistor will be switched in parallel to Petersen coil increasing the residual earth fault current to a limited short circuit current. The circuit breakers switch off the faulted feeder and clear the fault.
Residual Current Compensation.
Another method based on resonant earthing is the residual current compensation. A power converter is connected to a Petersen coil via secondary winding and fed a current into the system compensating the residual current at fault location to very small values. Main advantage of this method is that the damage at fault location and the touch voltages at fault location are very small. Furthermore restriking arcs in cable systems can be prevented. But for fault localisation no residual current is available. Measures improving the situation e.g. surge arrestor were proposed.
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Short-term measures.
To improve the actual situation the following measures are planned:
• Checking and improving earthing systems of the mentioned station types in other supply areas • In case of second infeed is available: Separation of large supply area in two independent smaller supply areas • Changing network circuit state from meshed structures into radial feeder structure or ringed network structure • Adapting setting of earth fault relays • Installation of automatic resonance controller for tuning of Petersen coils close to resonance • Checking and improving measures regarding inductive interference • Switching for localisation of faulted feeder under earth fault conditions will be carried out only by circuit breaker • Switching off of equipment for increasing resistive residual current at Petersen coil
Long-term measures.
It was recommended to introduce a short time current limiting neutral earthing with single phase fault current limit of 2kA. The examination and evaluation of the network indicates that the network is suitable regarding the requirements of the proposed neutral earthing scheme. Main advantages of that combined method are:
• Transient earth fault on overhead lines does not cause supply interruption • The stress from earth fault current and power frequent voltage rise lasts only short time • The risk of earth fault developing into cross-country faults is decreased • Fast and selective tripping of faulted feeder by protection devices • Possibility of automation of network operation is given During the study it became clear that some subjects cannot be solved on the level of neutral earthing alone. If the structure of the network which has grown over years is simplified and standardized misleading investment can be prevented. Such a strategic planning is beneficial for supply reliability and simplifies operation. 
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